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ABSTRACT: A computational inverse design method suitable to assist the
development and optimization of molecular catalysts is introduced. Catalysts are
obtained by continuous optimization of “alchemical” candidates in the vicinity of a
reference catalyst with well-defined reaction intermediates and rate-limiting step. A
NiII−iminoalkoxylate catalyst for aqueous CO/CO2 conversion is found with
improved performance relative to a NiII−iminothiolate reference complex,
previously reported as a biomimetic synthetic model of CO dehydroxygenase.
Similar energies of other intermediates and transition states along the reaction
mechanism show improved scaling relations relative to the reference catalyst. The
linear combination of atomic potential tight-binding model Hamiltonian and the
limited search of synthetically viable changes in the reference structure enable
efficient minimization of the energy barrier for the rate-limiting step (i.e.,
formation of [LNiII(COOH)]−), bypassing the exponential scaling problem of
high-throughput screening techniques. The reported findings demonstrate an
inverse design method that could also be implemented with multiple descriptors, including reaction barriers and
thermodynamic parameters for reversible reactivity.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of computational tools to assist the
development and optimization of catalysts could greatly
benefit various areas of research in both industry and
academia.1 Here, we introduce an inverse design (ID)
methodology tailored for the rational design of catalysts
based on a reference complex and the energy barrier for the
rate-limiting step of the catalytic cycle. The method builds on
our previously developed gradient-assisted deterministic search
algorithm, which operates on landscapes of continuous
“alchemical” frameworks described by a tight-binding (TB)
linear combination of atomic potential (LCAP) Hamiltonian.2

We exploit the advantages of the LCAP approach when
compared to brute-force high-throughput, including the
computational cost of expectation values, which is polynomial
in the number of basis functions, and the availability of genetic
or gradient-assisted search algorithms for local optimization.
The search of catalysts exhibiting selective and efficient

reactivities is challenging.1 Design strategies based on “guess-
and-check” approaches and exhaustive enumeration quickly
become ineffective due to the exponentially large number of
possibilities and the computational time required for the
evaluation of individual candidates. ID algorithms3−12 circum-
vent exhaustive enumeration by searching for structures
through discrete3 or continuous5,6 transformations aimed at
identifying a local or global minimum with suitable properties.
Earlier ID studies were directed at finding solids with maximal
band gaps, using a simulated annealing algorithm and
searching in a discrete space of atomic superlattices,3 and a

genetic algorithm to search for quaternary semiconductors
with defined band gaps.13,14

The computational efficiency of LCAP approaches is greatly
enhanced as gradient-assisted optimization algorithms can be
employed to identify local minima as applied toward the search
for molecules with optimized polarizabilities and hyper-
polarizabilities.15 To enhance the computational efficiency
and enable large libraries, the LCAP method was implemented
at the TB Hückel level and proved to be effective at locating
optimized structures within large libraries of 102 to 106

structures.15 The LCAP approach has also been combined
with gradient-directed Monte Carlo (GDMC) jumps, which
allow the search algorithm to cross barriers and escape when
trapped in local minima.16,17 The GDMC method was used to
optimize highest occupied molecular orbital−lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital transitions,17 in protein sequence
design,4 and to study protein folding.18

Recently, we generalized the TB-LCAP approach15 and
applied it toward optimizing photoabsorption properties of
organic adsorbates for photocatalytic applications.2 The
extended-Hückel (EH) formalism utilizes s, p, and d atomic
orbitals and thus enables description of the full valence shell
for a wide range of molecular systems. Here, we use the EH
TB-LCAP approach to search for catalysts with improved
reactivity relative to a reference complex. We develop a
parallelized algorithm that efficiently screens for structures that
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minimize the energy difference between two intermediate
structures corresponding to the reactant and the transition
state of the rate-limiting step of the reaction. For the first time,
an ID application tailored to assist the development of a
catalyst for CO/CO2 conversion is reported. With this ID, we
can screen for the molecules with the smallest energy
differences and evaluate them further at higher levels of theory.
Ligand ID is applied to improve upon performance of a

NiII−iminothiolate catalyst for CO/CO2 conversion. The
workflow is organized, as follows: (i) the ID algorithm is
applied to identify ligands of promising complexes that could
exhibit a lower energy barrier for the rate-limiting step; (ii) the
free energy profile for the proposed catalyst is compared to
that of the original.
CO/CO2 conversion is a central process in carbon

metabolism in biology and in industrial applications, including
H2 production by the water−gas shift reaction.19 Carbon
monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) is a natural enzyme with a
Ni active center that catalyzes reversible CO/CO2 inter-
conversion to provide electrons needed by other metabolic
steps.20−22 Crabtree and co-workers23,24 proposed a NiII−
iminothiolate catalyst (Figure 1), as a functional biomimetic

CODH model system. Their NiII-complex engages in CO/
CO2 conversion driven by the oxidizing agent methylviologen
(mv2+) and produces protons under aqueous conditions with
acetate at room temperature, as follows

+ + +

→ + +

− +

+

CO H O 2AcO 2mv

CO 2AcOH 2mv
2

2

2 (1)

The proposed Ni catalyst mimics the thiolate environment
in CODH, which softens the metal center and enhances its
ability to bind CO. However, thiolate ligands tend to form
disulfide bridges which inactivate the catalyst and prevent CO
from binding to the catalytic site. The iminothiolate ligand has
been shown to reduce the tendency for dimerization in polar
aqueous environments while maintaining the electron-donating
properties of the thiolate ligand.25

The postulated catalytic mechanism26 is consistent with
available kinetic data, similar to the well-known water−gas shift
reaction19

+ → +CO(g) H O(l) CO (g) H (g)2 2 2 (2)

Upon binding to a redox active metal center, the CO
becomes activated for a nucleophilic attack by water to
produce a metalcarboxylic acid intermediate (M−COOH),
which undergoes decarboxylation to produce a metal hydride,
subsequently protonated to evolve H2. However, H2 evolution
is not observed in the NiII−iminothiolate catalytic cycle, which

can be explained by assuming that upon formation of the Ni−
CO bond and nucleophilic water attack, the metal−carboxylic
acid deprotonates. Deprotonation is consistent with the
observed pH-dependent reaction rates. Decarboxylation is
induced through the oxidation of Ni−COO− by mv2+.23

We have reported a detailed ab initio mechanistic study to
analyze the catalytic reaction pathway, including a complete
analysis of the reaction energy profile and energy barrier for the
rate-limiting step.26 We found that the mechanism is as
follows: (i) the dimer is cleaved by water to form the active
monomer species; (ii) the water ligand is exchanged by CO;
(iii) a water nucleophilic attack and subsequent deprotonation
forms a NiII carboxylic acid species during the rate-limiting
step; (iv) proton transfer followed by electron transfer forms a
NiI carboxylate; (v) a water nucleophilic attack forms a five-
coordinate NiI species; (vi) electron transfer and loss of CO2
reforms the active species.
In this report, we display a proof of concept of our new ID

algorithm by generating an improved ligand set for the NiII

complex with a lower barrier for the rate-limiting step, as
verified by density functional theory (DFT), while keeping
other steps in the mechanism mostly unaffected. The method
is widely applicable to other catalytic systems or implemented
with multiple descriptors, including reaction barriers and
thermodynamic parameters for reversible reactivity.

2. METHODS
2.1. TB-LCAP Hamiltonian. We outline the use of the EH TB

method for fast screening according to the LCAP followed by DFT
assessment of the identified structures.2 EH calculations provide
valuable qualitative description of molecular orbitals and have been
extensively applied to simulate a wide range of systems, including
photoabsorption spectra of molecular and solid state structures,27,28

and interfacial electron transfer occurring in sensitized TiO2
surfaces.29−33

The EH Hamiltonian H is defined in terms of empirical atomic
potentials and a set of Slater-type atomic orbitals (STOs). Eigenstates
are found by solving the eigenvalue problem defined by the time-
independent Schrödinger equation

̂ ̂ = ̂ ̂HQ ESQ (3)

which is solved by diagonalization. In eq 3, Q represents the matrix of
coefficients of molecular orbitals in the basis of STOs, E is the
molecular orbital energies, and S is the overlap matrix of the
nonorthogonal STOs.

In the EH/TB-LCAP approach, we introduce a set of participation
coefficients bi

(A) allowing for a superposition of atom or functional
group types (A) on atomic sites (i). For a given site j, the weights
define the alchemical composition allowing for a continuous
transformation of atom or functional group types during the ID-
optimization. The diagonal elements of H are weighted averages of
EH Hamiltonian elements of all atom types (A) considered for site i,
as follows

∑=α α α α
=

H b hi i
A

N

i
A

i i
A

,
1

( )
,

( )
i

(4)

where bi
(A) represents the coefficient for an atomic orbital of atom type

A at site i, Ni is the number of atom types considered for site i, and
hiα,iα
(A) is the EH Hamiltonian matrix element for atom type A at site i.
The off-diagonal elements of H are given analogously, as follows

∑ ∑=α β α β
′=

′

=

′H b b hi j
A
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j
A

A

N
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A

i j
A A

,
1

( )

1

( )
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j i

(5)

Figure 1. Dimer of the NiII−iminothiolate complex, proposed as a
functional model for CO dehydrogenase by Lu and Crabtree.23
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with atomic orbitals belonging to atom type A′ at site j and A at site i.
For a pair of atom types A and A′ at sites i and j, the off-diagonal
Hamiltonian elements are defined as

= ′ +α β α β α α β β
′ ′ ′h K S h h

1
2

( )i j
A A

i j
A A

i i
A

j j
A

,
( , )

,
( , )

,
( )

,
( )

(6)

where K′ is defined by the Wolfsberg-Helmholtz formula34
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The off-diagonal overlap matrix elements are

∑ ∑=α β α β
′=

′

=

′S b b Si j
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Equations 4 and 5 define the Hamiltonian of an arbitrary
alchemical intermediate structure. Diagonalization and computation
of expectation values allow for continuous variation relative to the
participation coefficients bi

(A) that define the chemical composition.
Gradient-based methods are used to perform local optimization of the
composition relative to the property of interest. Because the local
minimum does not generally correspond to chemical structures with
pure atomic types, the participation coefficients have to be rounded
off to the closest structure with pure atomic types and subsequently
analyzed at the DFT level. Given an initial, randomized set of
participation coefficients, the algorithm propagates them to their
closest local minimum while the global minimum is searched for by
many local optimizations initialized using randomized initial
conditions.
2.2. TB-LCAP Optimization of Energy Differences. We

generalize the TB-LCAP approach for catalyst design by evaluating
an objective function that corresponds to the energy difference (ΔE)
associated with the activation energy barrier for the rate-limiting step
of the reaction mechanism. Specifically, after identifying the rate-
determining step in a catalytic cycle via DFT analysis, the newly
implemented objective function is used to locate catalysts that
minimize the electronic energy barrier of that reaction step.
Subsequently, the geometries and energies of the most promising
candidates are refined using DFT and the entire catalytic cycle is
analyzed based on the DFT-optimized geometries, energies, and free
energies. A schematic representation of the ID algorithm is shown in
Figure 2.
2.3. Density Functional Calculations. We employ DFT35−37

calculations to identify and characterize the lowest energy
intermediates for each step of the catalytic cycle using the same
methods as in our previous paper.26 Briefly, we used the well-
established B3LYP hybrid density functional, including Becke’s three
parameter exchange38 and the Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation,39 as
implemented in Gaussian 09, Revision D.01.40 For geometry
optimization and thermal/entropic corrections (T = 298.15 K),41

we used the Def2SVP basis set42 for nonoxygen elements and 6-
31+G(d,p) basis set for oxygen.43,44 For the single-point energy, we
used the Def2TZVP basis set42 and the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set for
oxygen.44,45 All calculations were done in a dielectric continuum of
methanol (one of the experimental solvents)23 provided by the SMD
model,46 together with default optimization criteria and integration
grids. The free energies are corrected for the different standard state
in solution (1 M) versus that in the calculations by default (1 atm) by
+1.89 kcal/mol for every extra product or −1.89 kcal/mol for every
extra reactant.47,48 Rate-determining transition states for the
complexes with new ligand sets were identified. Relaxed scans (fully
relaxing all coordinates but the coordinate of interest during scanning
of the H2O−CO distance) were used to prepare optimal guess
geometries for the transition state, after which the actual transition
state optimizations, which led to relevant lone imaginary frequencies,
were performed.
2.4. Turnover Frequency Calculations. The turnover frequen-

cies of the catalysts were estimated using the Eyring equation49

= −Δ †
k

k T
h

G
RT

expB i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (9)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature (i.e. 298.15
K), h is Planck’s constant, R is the gas constant, and ΔG† is the
transition state barrier height in kcal/mol.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Inverse Design. Figure 3 shows the synthetically

viable options considered for ID as recommended by Crabtree

and co-workers. In particular, the methyl groups have been
placed on several related analogues of the catalyst.23,24,50 The
original ligand is formed via a condensation of a
thiosemicarbazide and a hydroxyacetophenone.24 The differing
options at X1 and X2 can be generated via commercially
available N-methylhydrazinecarboxamides/semicarbazides
(e.g. CAS: 17696-95-6) and 2′-mercaptoacetophenones (e.g.
26824-02-2) as shown in the Supporting Information.
Semicarbazides are soluble in methanol51 and water52 (log P
≈ −1.06) and 2′-mercaptoacetophenone is soluble in ethanol53

and water (log P ≈ 1.53)54,55 suggesting that the alternate
ligands would be stable in the experimental methanol/water
conditions. The 32 discrete structures span the alchemical

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the ID algorithm based on a
scoring function defined by the energy difference between two
structures along the catalytic cycle (e.g., the reactant and transition
state for the rate-limiting step).

Figure 3. Synthetically viable options considered for ID. The
alchemical composition of the individual atomic sites Xi is identical
in reactants (left) and products (right) at all times. A total of 32
discrete structures are considered.
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potential energy surface on which the LCAP algorithm
optimizes the property of interest (i.e., minimum activation
energy for the formation of the [LNiII(COOH)]− intermedi-
ate) with respect to the participation coefficients. The
participation coefficients {bi

(A)} on both sets of structures are
initialized with random numbers. Acetate and water molecules
are explicitly included in the calculations.
To identify the catalyst yielding the lowest activation energy

for the rate-limiting step in the cycle, we initialized 64
calculations starting from random points in the space of
participation coefficients {bi

(A)}. Once a local optimum was
identified, the algorithm rounded off the participation
coefficients to obtain the closest realistic structure with pure
atomic types. After rounding off the 64 local minima, the
algorithm produced 21 distinct chemical structures that were
subsequently analyzed in terms of their different activation
energies, including with DFT. Tables 1 and 2 show the six

most frequently found structures (A, B, C, I, J, and L), all of
them ranking among the top 12.5%. One of the worst
molecules, D, was also chosen to be analyzed in Tables 1 and
2, while other structures are given in Table S1.
Figure 4 shows a representative optimization for member J

of our sampling, showing that the landscape of the property of
interest is smooth as a function of the evolution of
participation coefficients.
The energy cost for forming the intermediate

[LNiIICOOH]− of the NiII−iminothiolate catalyst, upon
water nucleophilic attack on [LNiII(CO)]0 and subsequent
deprotonation, is estimated to be 26.6 kcal/mol according to
the TB model Hamiltonian (Table 2), which is higher than the

corresponding activation energy obtained for any of the six
most frequently found structures (A, B, C, I, J, and L) at the
same level of theory (Table 2, second column). The same
trend is observed when evaluating the activation energies at the
DFT level (Table 2, third column). These results show that the
TB description is consistent with DFT and predicts the correct
ranking of structures, although the absolute energy values are
higher than the corresponding DFT energies, allowing us to do
only 7 DFT calculations instead of 42. The parity plot between
the methods is provided in the Supporting Information. The
lowest activation energy is obtained for catalyst J (Figure 5),

with a barrier of 21.6 kcal/mol (i.e., 2.6 kcal/mol lower than
that of the original catalyst 0 which corresponds to a turnover
frequency higher by 2 orders of magnitude as estimated by
transition state theory).

3.2. Catalytic Cycle Featuring the Iminoalkoxylate
Catalyst. Figure 6 shows the catalytic cycle (a) and the
reaction free energies (b) of the catalytic steps comparing the
original iminothiolate complex 0 to the iminoalkoxylate
complex J found by ID. The energy of 1-TS is similar for
both complexes. The intermediate 2 is more destabilized than
2-TS when comparing J to 0. The alkoxylate is likely a harder
ligand to the soft Ni metal center than the thiolate, thus
destabilizing the CO ligand in 2 more than the H2O ligand in 1
and consequently lowering the energy barrier from 24.1 kcal/
mol (close to the estimated barrier based on the rate constants
measured by Lu and Crabtree)23 to 21.6 kcal/mol. Even
though the energies of 3 and 4 are slightly increased while the
energies of 5 and 6 are slightly decreased when comparing J to
0, none of the steps 3−6 involve energy barriers that exceed
that of the rate-determining step. The similarities between the
free energy profiles suggest that the optimized system J shares
the same catalytic mechanism as the original one.
The energies of the next highest spin states of steps 1−6 of J

were calculated via DFT and compared to those of their

Table 1. Compositions of Catalyst A, B, C, D, I, J, and La

catalyst X1 X2 R1 R2 R3 R4

0 O S H CH3 CH3 CH3

A O S H H H H
B O O CH3 H CH3 H
C O O H H CH3 H
D S O H CH3 CH3 CH3

I O O CH3 CH3 H H
J O O H H H H
L O S H CH3 H H

aThe labels Xi refer to the atomic positions in Figure 3. The NiII−
iminothiolate catalyst is labeled as 0.

Table 2. Activation Energies in kcal mol for the Catalysts A,
B, C, D, I, J, and L (See Figure 3 and Table 1) Found by
IDa

catalyst EHT pre EHT post DFT

0 26.6 24.2
A 29.3 25.6 23.0
B 29.2 21.3 22.1
C 29.1 22.3 21.9
D 41.6 30.4 24.9
I 29.4 21.2 21.8
J 29.1 22.1 21.6
L 29.5 24.7 23.2

aTB (EHT) values before (pre) and after (post) geometry
optimization are compared to the DFT (Def2TZVP) energies, after
rounding off the participation coefficients. The NiII−iminothiolate
catalyst 0 corresponds to the previously reported complex by Crabtree
and co-workers.

Figure 4. Representative optimization leading to member J (shown in
Figure 5) of our pool of structures, showing that the landscape for the
property of interest is smooth as a function of the evolution of
participation coefficients. The black bullet indicates the value of the
objective function after rounding off the participation coefficients.

Figure 5. Original catalyst 0 before (left) and proposed catalyst J after
(right) optimization of the reaction energy with the colors matching
Figure 3.
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corresponding lower spin states. It was found that the higher
spin state was always higher in energy and, thus, inaccessible,
as displayed in the Supporting Information, just as for the
original catalyst.26

4. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced an ID scheme to guide the rational design of
catalysts based on a TB-LCAP model Hamiltonian. The
method requires a reference catalyst with well-defined reaction
intermediates and the rate-limiting step of the catalytic process.
Molecular candidates with improved performance were
searched in the space of alchemical structures defined by
synthetically viable changes in the reference complex. The
method was illustrated as applied to the search of a NiII catalyst
for CO/CO2 conversion using a biomimetic NiII−iminothio-
late complex as a reference catalyst. The descriptor of catalytic
performance was defined in terms of the energy barrier for the
rate-limiting step (formation of the [LNiII(COOH)]−

intermediate). The algorithm found a NiII−iminoalkoxylate
analogue complex with improved performance, as defined by
the energy barrier of the rate-limiting step (21.6 kcal mol)
when compared to the barrier of the reference catalyst (24.1
kcal mol). Similar energies for the other intermediates and
transition states along the reaction mechanism showed
improved scaling relations. The reported findings demonstrate

a valuable tool for catalyst design in larger chemical space that
could be readily implemented with any number of descriptors,
including not only kinetic barriers but also thermodynamic
parameters for reversible reactivity.
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